Abstract-As IOW resolution shots, rotations of the head with respect to the camera, face deformation due to speech and so on inflict a great deal of uncertainty in FAP measurements, uncertainty is also inherent in the process of expression anal?sis. In this paper we tackle such uncertainty via the observation that user emotions do not typically alter rapidly very often. Thus, possibilistic evidence may be gathered from each frame about the user expression; evidence from the current and recent frames can be combined using evidence theory
I. INTRODUCTION
Facial expression recognition is expected to enhance interactivity aid assist human-computer interaction issues, letting the system become accustomed to the current needs and feelings of die user. Prospective applications include educational environments, 3D video conferencing and collaborative workplaces. online shopping and gaming, virtual communities and interactive entertainment. Due to its importance and wide range of application, the field has received much attention in the MPEG-4 framework with the definition of explicit FDPs and FAPs.
In previous work we have defined expression vocabularies, i.e. die set of FAPs that each may be activated for each expression, and expression profiles, i.e. sets of FAP values, each profile rcprcscnting a specific instance of the expression [1][41 [5] . Each profile is easily transformed into a fuuy rule. thus leading to the generation of a neurofuzzy classifier that, given the FAP values extracted from a still image as input, provides an estimation of the user expression as output.
However, estimation of FAPs is neither easy non error free. Low resolution shots, rotations of the head with respect to the camera, face deformation due to speech and so on inflict a great deal of uncertainty in FAP mcasurernents, which in turn leads to uncertainty in the classifiers output. Moreover, some FAPs niay not be extractable from a specific frame, while others may need to be ignored (e.g. mouth FAPs in video conferencing where mouth Feature Points' motion is based on phonemes rather than expressions). which may lead to the overlapping of rules. Due to all these, uncertainty i s inherent in the overall task of facial expression estimation.
The importancc of this effect is made obvious when applying techniques such as the one sketched above in consecutive frames of a single shot; it is common to estimate quite different expressions for the same sequence, even for frames that are, time wise. close to each other. In this paper we tackle such uncertainty via the observation that user emotions do not typically alter rapidly very often. Thus, possibilistic evidence may be gathered from each frame about the user expression; evidence from the current and recent frames can be combined using evidence theory.
The structure of the paper is the following: in section TI we review the definition of FAPs and the extraction of FAP values and in section I11 we present the neumfu~zy classification scheme utili/d. Section IV discusses the utilization of evidence theory for thc limitation of uncertainty of the expression classification. Finally, section V lists some indicative experimental results and section VI lists our concluding remarks.
FAP ESTIMATION IN STILI, IMAGES
In general, facial expressions and emotions are described by a set of measurements and transformations that can be considered atomic with respect to the MPEG-4 standard. Modeling facial expressions and underlying emotions through FAPs serves several purposes: 1) Archetypal expressions occur rather infrequently; in most cases, emotions are expressed through variation of a few discrete facial features which are directly related with particular FAPs.
2) FAPs do not correspond to specific models or topologies; the subject's model docs not need to be specifically studied before facial expression can be estimated. On thc other hand, two basic issues should be add 1) estimation of FAPs that are involved in their fonnation. 2) dcfinition of the FAP intensitie\. We relate each archetypal expression to its own FAP vocabulary, each vocabulary containing all the FAPs that may when modelling archetypal expression using FAPs: A subset of this vocabulary that is activated during a specific expression, together with the corresponding FAP intensities. forms an expression profile.
Although FAPs are practical and very useful for animation purposes, they are somehow inadequate for analyzing facial expressions from video scenes or still images. The main reason for that is the absence of a clear quantitative definition of FAPs (at least of most of them). In order to be able to measure FAPs in rcal images and video sequences we define a way of describing them through the movement of some points that lie in the facial area and are able to be automatically detected (Feature Points, FPs), some of which are constant during expressions and arc used as refcrencc points.
Such a description can get advantage of the extended research made on autotnatic facial points detection [2] [3] . In 111. THE NEUROFUUY CLASSIFICATION SCHEME.
Fuzzy systems are numerical model-free estimators. While neural networks encode sampled information in a paralleldistrihuted framework. f u~y systems encode structurcd, cm- pirical (heuristic) or linguistic knowledge in a similar numerical framework. Although they can describe the operation of the system in natural language with the aid of human-like if-then rules, they do not provide the highly desired characteristics of learning and adaptation. Thc use of neural networks in order to realize the key concepts o f a f u u y logic system enriches the systcm with the ability of learning and improves the sub symbolic to symbolic mapping. Neural network realization of basic operations of fuzzy logic, such as fuszy complement, fuzzy intersection and fuzzy union. can be implemented in terms of the activation function of neurons to provide fuzzy logic inference.
The utilized architecture is a two-layer neural network of compositional neurons 171. The first layer consists of the i 7~f -u neumns and the second layer consists of the sup-t neurons.
W2xk is the weight matrix of the first layer and Wtxm is the weight matrix of the second layer (figure 3).
The network is loaded with prior knowledge through the utilization of "if -then" rules for the creation and parameter initialization of its nodes. Each rule defines as a predicate the activated FAR together with the corresponding FAP values and provides as output the expression estimation. Operation of the network can be further enhanced in the presence of labclled data through credit assignment lcarning.
IV. POSSIBILISTIC UNCERTAINTY REMOVAL
Applying the above methodology on a still image, the neurofuuy system provides in its output the fuzzy set of expressions estimated as activated; degrees in this fuzzy set indicate [he activation levcl of the corresponding output node. Utilizing the principle of minimum uncertainty, the expression that is estimated as most activated is selected as the one appearing in the still image. Of course, numerous cases exist in which this is not satisfactory: 1) more than one expressions are activated to a high degree. 2) none of the expressions is activated to a high degree. 3) the difference in level of activation between the first (sclected) expression and others in not grcat.
In all these cases, the still image is classified with a large probability of error. Moreover, in some special cases of video shots, such as shots of talking people, where mouth motion i s governed by speech rathcr than by emotion, this type of uncertainty does not characterize just one frame but most of the frames in the sequence. Thus, applying the above technique in such a sequence, we get as output a sequence of highly insecure expression classifications.
On the other hand. the fact that the frames are placed close to each other in time allows as to assume frequent shifts between ccwain "incompatihle" expressions as improbable. Based on this assumption, evidence theory may be utilized to combine uncertain infomation from distinct frames in order to refine the overall estimations.
We have chosen to utilize Dempster's rule E83 for the combination of the evidence from different frames; more sophisticated methodologies for the combination of evidence can be acquired from [91[101. In order to apply the rule. we need to have focal elemcnts than are clearly defined as far as their intersection / compatibility is concerned. Therefore, following the principle of maximum uncertainty. we do not apply the rule directly on expressions, but rather on classes of expressions; although some expression shifts are possible, shifting between particular expressions is not probable (e.g. surprise might shift to joy. but joy will not shift to fear within a very short time period).
The four expression classes considered in this work are defined using Whissel's wheel 161 (figure 4). Whissel has suggested that emotions are points in a space with a relatively sinall number of dimensions, which with a first approximation, seem to occupy two dimensions: activation and evaluation. Out of the four quarters of the considered space. only three are populated with actual expressions. Thus, we group expressions into four classes: 1) Quarter 1 (+/+ area of the circle, labeled A)
2) Quarter 2 (-I+ area of the circle, labeled €3) 3) Quarter 3 (-1-area of the circle, labeled C) 4) Neutral expression (center of the circle, labelled N) The application of the technique based above on frame i of a sequence produces activation levels a;, h,, c,, n7, each one corresponding to its respective class. Having selected the classes as to assure incompatibility. the only focal elements of our body of evidence are A, B, C , N, X, with
High activation of one of a class's expressions at the output of the ncurofuzry system can be considered as evidence that the corresponding class actually characterizes the specific frame. Thus hasic probability assignments can bc acquired as: In our body of evidence, where focal elements an: not nested, it is easy to see that
In the cases that the same class L is indicated by both frames. the above methodology indicates again the same frame, but with a greater degree of belief. In cases, on the other hand, thal different classes are indicated. Dempster's rule will indicate the one for which the greatest belief is amilablc, based on the available information. Of course, in a rnanner quite similar the the one presented above, information from more that two frames can be combined for the extraction of a more secure conclusion.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The methodology presented above has been applied on three sequences of test data. The test scqucnces display a woman who is talking; speech interferes with the values of FAPs thus disturbing the output of the neurofuzzy classification system. The classification of the output of the neurofuzzy classifier in the four general expression classes is presented in table I. Each frame has been classified to the class for which the neurofuzzy has had thc greatest activation: question marks correspond to Applying the proposed methodology on the these data, we acquire the classification presented in table 11. For the extraction of expression classification inforination for each frdme we used the same frame together with the one before it as sources of evidence. In order to apply the methodology to the first frame of each sequence, following the principle of maximum uncertainty, we initialized wilh 7 r t o ( X ) = 1 which indicates compIete lack of information.
We can observe that some of the frames that were not classified by the neurofuzzy systcm are now classified to some quarter of Whissel's wheel. Some shifts between classes of expressions have been eliminated. Degrees of belief for the classification of most franies have been augmented.
VI. CONCI.USIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We started this paper by briefly reviewing the definition of FAP values based on FP distance mcasurcments, as well as the utilization of a neurofuzzy system. loaded with a priori knowledge, for the automated classification of facial expressions. As we have explained, this process in not free of uncertainty.
Hased on the justified assumption that emotions cannot change ofrcn within a small period of'timc, wc can utilize cvidence theory to combine inforination from consecutive frames in order to restrict this uncertainty. Indicative experimenlal results have been presented that demonstrate the potential of the proposed methodology.
As future work. attention can be given to the utilization of more sophisticated evidence combination methodologies, so that information from more than two frames is utilized, and sources of information have a weighted credibility based on their tempordl proximity to the examined frame.
